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The mechanical properties of hydrogenated silicon thin films deposited using high-frequency PECVD process were studied,
which certainly have importance for optoelectronic devices particularly for getting stability and long operating lifetime in harsh
conditions. Nanoindentation technique was used to measure the load versus displacement curves, hardness (H), elastic modulus
(E), plastic resistance parameter (H/E), elastic recovery (ER), and plastic deformation energy (Ur ), while laser scanning stress
measurement setup was used to measure the intrinsic stress of these films. The concentration of bonded hydrogen in these films
was found in the range of 3.6 to 6.5 at. % which was estimated using integrated intensity of IR absorption peak near 640 cm−1 .
Dependence of mechanical properties of these films on hydrogen content and bonding environment has been investigated. The film
containing minimum hydrogen content (3.6%) shows the maximum elastic recovery (52.76%) and minimum plastic deformation
energy (3.95 × 10−10 J). Surface roughness measured by AFM was found to decrease with the increase in hydrogen content in the
film. The dependency of stress on the plasma frequency and applied power has also been discussed.

1. Introduction
The mechanical properties of amorphous and nano/microcrystalline silicon (a-Si : H and nc/μc-Si : H) thin films may
play a significant role in the application of silicon-based
devices such as solar cells, TFT, detectors, and particularly
on flexible substrates because it may aﬀect the stability and
operating lifetime of the devices. Besides these, hydrogenated
silicon films have also been widely used in MEMS and
therefore, it is significant to study the nanomechanical
properties of these films [1]. Nanoindentation technique is
commonly used to measure the micromechanical properties
such as hardness, elastic modulus and creep of thin films [2–
5]. Measurement of intrinsic stress of films is also important
as excessive tensile stress may cause cracking, while excessive
compressive stress may cause peeling of the deposited
thin films [6] which limits their applications for various
devices. The formation of intrinsic stress in these films

mainly depends on the deposition process and parameters
being used. The atomic concentration of hydrogen in the
nc/μc-Si : H structure aﬀects the density of films which
could be important to correlate with the hardness and
elastic modulus. Excess hydrogen incorporation in these
films as Si–H bond hampers Si–Si bond from compact
network structure which may be required for formation
of crystalline silicon thin film. However, hydrogen has its
own importance in hydrogenated amorphous silicon (aSi : H) as it passivates the dangling bonds and improves
the optoelectronic properties. The density of hydrogen in
microcrystalline silicon (μc-Si : H) films is also important as
it passivates grain boundaries [7].
Usually, 13.56 MHz frequency is used as the excitation
frequency in plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition
(PECVD) system for the deposition of these films. High
rate deposition and photodegradation are major problems
of these films [8–10]. High rate deposition of these films
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can also be achieved at high power density (>100 mW/cm2 )
and/or high deposition pressure (>1 Torr) using 13.56 MHz
frequency PECVD process. However, these approaches deteriorate the film properties as the internal stress becomes high
at high deposition rate, the reason being high power density
increases ion energy bombardment of growing film surface.
On the other hand, deposition at high pressure zone, powder
formation may take place which may incorporate in the
deposited films. This may cause poor mechanical properties
of these films. Dilution of SiH4 with Ar/H2 /He may reduce
the chance of powder formation even if deposition of
nc/μc-Si : H films takes place in the high pressure zone
[11].
Alternatively, high quality of a-Si : H and nc/μc-Si : H
films at high deposition rate can be achieved using very high
frequency (VHF) PECVD process due to lower energy ion
bombardment on the growing surface. Microwave (MW)
PECVD process can also be used to deposit these films at
high growth rate. The mechanical properties of a-Si : H and
nc/μc-Si : H films have not been studied much so far. It
would be interesting to study mechanical properties of nc/μcSi : H films having reasonably good electronic properties
and deposited using high frequency PECVD process. In the
present work, nc-Si : H thin films were deposited using VHF
(60 MHz) as well as VHF coupled with MW (2.45 GHz)
power at two power levels in a PECVD system. These
films are called nc-Si : H because they contain small grains
of nanosize in amorphous matrix and very low hydrogen
(usually high in a-Si : H). The influence of hydrogen content
and bonding environment on the nanomechanical properties
and nature of stress of these films are also discussed in the
present investigation.

2. Experiment Details
nc-Si : H thin films were deposited in a dual frequency
(VHF +/MW) PECVD system having an electrode of
area ∼140 cm2 . These films were grown at various VHF
(60 MHz) power as well as VHF (60 MHz) coupled with MW
(2.45 GHz) (as shown in Table 1), using gaseous mixture
of silane (SiH4 ) and Ar, while other parameters such as
silane flow (10 sccm), gas pressure (0.32 Torr), and substrate
temperature (250◦ C) remained constant. These films were
grown on Si substrates and characterized by X-ray diﬀraction
(XRD), Raman scattering, and atomic force microscopy
(AFM) and their nanostructure was observed. All these films
contain medium fraction of crystallinity having crystallites
size in the range of few nm (estimated using Raman measurement). The thicknesses of all these films were in the range
between 700 nm and 1100 nm measured using Talystep,
M/S Rank Tailor Hobson, UK equipment. The mechanical
properties (hardness and elastic modulus) of these films
were measured using nanoindenter (IBIS nanoindentation
system) having a Berkovich diamond tip with tip radius of
200 nm. Multiple indentations were carried out at 5 mN
load for each sample and the values that represent average
of the measured data were considered. Intrinsic stress was
measured using laser scanning stress measurement setup
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Table 1: Deposition parameters, film thickness, and bonded hydrogen content (CH ) of nc-Si : H films.
Sample
A
B
C
D

VHF power
(W)
20
40
5
10

MW power
(W)
x
x
25
25

Thickness
(nm)
1100 ± 20
700 ± 15
800 ± 17
720 ± 8

CH (at. %)
3.9
6.5
3.6
5.2

(M/S FSM 500 TC). Infrared (IR) transmission measurements were performed with an FTIR spectrometer (JASCO
6100) to evaluate hydrogen content (CH ) of nc-Si : H films.
Surface roughness was measured by AFM (model: NT-MDT
Solver Scanning Probe Microscope) within a surface area of
4.5 μm × 4.5 μm. Raman scattering measurement was carried
out by Renishaw’s inVia Raman microscope using argon laser
(λ = 514.5 nm) with low beam power in the backscattering
mode.

3. Results and Discussion
The main aim of this study is to understand the eﬀect of total
bonded hydrogen content on the mechanical properties of
nc-Si : H films.
3.1. FTIR Analysis. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy is mostly used to determine hydrogen content in
a-Si : H and nc/μc-Si : H thin films. In Figure 1, the FTIR
transmission spectra of nc-Si : H thin films deposited on Si
wafer at diﬀerent VHF and MW power show the wagging
or rocking and stretching modes of the Si–H bonding. In
μc-Si : H, Si and H vibrational modes are found near 640,
840, 880, 2000, and 2100 cm−1 in the IR spectra [12]. A
broad peak ∼637 cm−1 is observed in the IR spectra which
may be due to Si–H rocking/wagging modes. The band
at 800–950 cm−1 is also observed for all the films which
may be originated from SiH2 or SiH3 bonding (bending
modes). For this band, a relatively low intensity is observed
for samples C and D (VHF + MW power) compared to
sample A and B (VHF power). The absorption band at
1900–2200 cm−1 may be attributed to SiH, SiH2 , and SiH3
stretching modes. It is known that 2000 and 2100 cm−1
modes in a-Si : H are assigned to the stretching vibration
modes of SiH and SiH2 , respectively, and the SiH2 bonds
are mainly located in the internal surface of microvoids [13].
Figure 1 also shows that stretch mode frequencies for all the
deposited films are centered around 2000 cm−1 which reveal
that the films contain predominantly monohydride (Si-H)
bonding. An appearance of a broad shoulder centred around
∼2090 cm−1 has also been observed for all the films. This
can be attributed to the formation of nanosize crystallite Si
embedded in amorphous matrix. Han et al. [14] referred the
absorption band at 2090 cm−1 to the clustered Si–H at grain
boundaries.
The bonded hydrogen content CH (in at. %) has
been calculated from the integrated intensity of the Si–H
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3.2. Nano-Indentation Test. The hardness and elastic modulus of nc-Si : H films were measured by using IBIS nanoindenter which is a load-controlled instrument. The diamond
Berkovich indenter was forced into the thin films under
constant load condition. Hardness and elastic modulus were
determined from the experimental readings of indenter load
and depth of penetration. The depth of penetration together
with the known geometry of the indenter gives the measure
of contact area at maximum load, from which the mean
contact pressure and thus hardness were estimated. The area
of contact for a perfect Berkovich tip is given as follows:

Transmittance (a.u.)

Stretching modes
(1900–2200 cm−1 )

2100 cm−1

Bending modes
(800–950 cm−1 )

2000 cm−1

√

A = 3 3h2p tan2 ψ,

Wagging/rocking mode
637 cm−1
400

600

800

1000
2000
Wavenumber (cm−1 )

A
B

2200

2400

Figure 1: FTIR transmittance spectra of nc-Si : H films deposited at
diﬀerent VHF and VHF + MW power.

wagging/rocking modes centered around 640 cm−1 using the
following formula:
CH =



Aω α(ω)dω/ω
NSi


× 100%,

(2)

where h p is the depth of penetration and ψ = 65.30 for
Berkovich indenter.
The hardness is calculated using the following expression:

C
D



A ≈ 24.5h2p ,

(1)

where α(ω) is the absorption coeﬃcient, ω is the wave
number in cm−1 , Aω = 1.6 × 1019 cm−2 (oscillator strength),
and NSi = 5×1022 cm−3 (atomic density of crystalline silicon)
[15].
The calculated bonded hydrogen contents of all these
films are shown in Table 1. The hydrogen content was found
in the range of 3.6 to 6.5% which is very low for all
the deposited films. These films were grown without any
additional hydrogen dilution; however, argon (Ar) dilution
to SiH4 was used. The lower hydrogen content may be
due to use of higher plasma frequency and Ar dilution.
The excited Ar ion species may transfer their energy to
the growing film surface and break the weak Si–Si bonds
and reconstruct more ordered network. Additionally, high
frequency causes higher ionization and eﬃcient dissociation
and also lowers the ion bombardment energy due to lowering
of self-bias [16]. In addition, increase of applied VHF power
also enhances the dissociation and ionization of precursor
gases; it may also increase the ion bombardment energy
similar to RF power. However, ion energy may not increase
much with the increase of power as the self-bias does not
increase much at higher frequency. However, it is important
to have appropriate/optimum ion energy during the growth
of nc/μc-Si : H films for the improved mechanical property.
Sample B contains more bonded hydrogen than sample A
which may be due to increase of VHF power. At high power,
the amount of atomic hydrogen is greater in plasma than
low power which may aﬀect the growth mechanism of nc/μcSi : H film by de-attachment of hydrogen with Si, etching of
weak bonds, and more random nucleation.

H=

Pmax
,
24.5h2p

(3)

where Pmax is the maximum load.
The elastic modulus is determined from the slope of the
unloading curve at maximum load. It is calculated using the
following equation:
√

E=

1 π dP
√
,
2 A dh

(4)

where dP/dh is stiﬀness, that is, derivative of a power law fit
to the unloading curve and evaluated at the maximum load.
Figure 2 shows the load-displacement curves for the ncSi : H films having diﬀerent hydrogen content. The smooth
curves on loading and unloading represent that there is
no film fracture and delamination from substrates during
nanoindentation. From these curves, the hardness and elastic
modulus of the films deposited under diﬀerent VHF and
MW power are determined using (3) and (4), respectively.
The maximum indentation depth for the films is 0.137 μm
which is less than 20% of the total film thickness. Hence,
total deformation is confined within the film and there is
no substrate eﬀect. However, if the load is increased beyond
a critical limit then the depth of deform region will go
into the substrate and give the hardness of film/substrate
system. The hardness and elastic modulus of the films as
a function of bonded hydrogen content is shown in Figure
3. A decrease in nanohardness and elastic modulus of these
films was found with the increase in hydrogen content. The
decrease in hardness may be attributed to the decrease in
film density which may arise from the mismatch of bonding
strength and diﬀerence of atomic size of Si and H. It is well
known that hydrogen is bonded with Si as Si–H which breaks
the compact Si–Si bond. A maximum hardness of ∼14.5 GPa
is observed for sample C deposited at dual frequency (5 W
VHF and 25 W MW-power) which has the lowest hydrogen
content (CH = 3.6%). Hydrogen content has similar eﬀect
on modulus of films due to the same reason.
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Figure 4: Elastic recovery and H/E ratio of nc-Si : H films as a
function of hydrogen content (lines are drawn as a guid to the eyes).

C
D

The plastic deformation energy Ur of the films was
calculated by using the following formula developed by Sakai
[18] which is related to the nanohardness of the specimen:

Figure 2: Load-displacement curves of nc-Si : H films.
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Figure 3: The hardness and elastic modulus of nc-Si : H films as a
function of bonded hydrogen content.

From the load-displacement curves, the elastic recovery
(ER) has also been calculated. It is defined as follows:
R=

(hmax − hres )
,
hmax

(5)

where hmax and hres are the displacement at peak load and
residual displacement after load removal, respectively [17].
The recovery is enhanced when the indentation depth is
small.
The ratio of hardness and elastic modulus (H/E) is called
“plasticity ratio” which is very important for estimating
the limit of elastic behavior in a surface contact, essential
for wear resistance of a material. Figure 4 shows the elastic
recovery ER and H/E ratio nc-Si : H films as a function
of hydrogen content. It follows the decreasing trend with
hydrogen content-ER and H/E varied from 52.76 to 49.60%
and from 0.084 to 0.080 when hydrogen content increase
from 3.6 to 6.5%. Thus, it is revealed that hydrogen
incorporation in nc-Si : H films results in the decrease of
hardness, elastic recovery, and H/E ratio.

1
Ur =
3



1
1
√ P 3/2 ,
2
ω0 tan Ψ
H

(6)

where the geometry constant ω0 is 1.3 for pyramid indenter,
ψ is one half of the indenter angle (ψ = 65.30 for Berkovich
indenter), P is the load applied in the indentation test, and
H is the hardness value for a given specimen. Figure 5 shows
the Ur as a function of hydrogen concentration. It increases
from 3.95 × 10−10 to 4.43. × 10−10 J with the increase of
hydrogen content from 3.6 to 6.5% of the films. According to
the above equation, plastic deformation energy reduces by an
increase in the nanohardness of a specimen. It signifies that
the hardness of a specimen rises if the elastic recovery from
the indentation test during the unloading process is high
because the elastic recovery is inversely proportional to the
plastic deformation energy which is also portrayed in Figures
4 and 5. Thus, it is revealed that high hardness is observed
in the present case when there is high-elastic recovery and
low plastic deformation energy. It is also clear from these
studies that the amount of hydrogen in the silicon network
is an important factor which decides the hardness value of
nc/μc-Si : H films.
3.3. Stress Measurement. The stress of the films was determined by measuring the wafer curvature before and after film
deposition. The curvature was measured by laser scanning
and stress was calculated from Stoney’s equation [19] which
is based on the curvature change:
Stress =

Ets2
,
6(1 − ν)Rt f

(7)

where R = R1 R2 /(R1 − R2 ), E is the elastic modulus of
silicon wafer, ν is the Poisson’s ratio of silicon wafer, ts is the
substrate thickness, t f is the film thickness, R1 is the wafer
curvature before deposition, and R2 is the wafer curvature
with deposited film.
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Figure 5: Plastic deformation energy of nc-Si : H films as a function
of hydrogen content (line is drawn as a guid to the eyes).

Figure 6 shows stress of films as a function of hydrogen
content. The positive Y -axis represents the tensile stress
while the negative yaxis represents the compressive stress.
Films deposited at 60 MHz frequency (VHF) show compressive stress which increases with the increase of VHF
power, whereas films deposited at 60 MHz/2.45 GHz dual
frequency show tensile stress which also increases with the
increase of power. Increase in power causes ions to impinge
with high energy on the growing film surface which results
in increase in the stress. The various PECVD deposition
parameters like temperature, power, pressure, gas flow, and
frequency all influence the stress of the deposited films [20–
22]. In this work, the nature of stress from compressive to
tensile may be due to the lower ion bombardment energy at
higher frequency. Other researchers have also observed the
change in the nature of stress by the variation in plasma
frequency, though the frequency range is diﬀerent from this
work [22, 23]. Lopata et al. [24] studied the internal stress
in plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposited SiNx films as
a function of operating frequency (high, 1 MHz or low,
1 MHz) and obtained moderately high tensile to very high
compressive stress values. Usually, the nature and level of
stress in the films depends on the energy of ions which is
governed by combined eﬀect of various deposition process
parameters used in the PECVD system. The optimum ion
energy may be diﬀerent for diﬀerent materials deposition
and thus, transition of tensile to compressive stress or vice
versa is observed in a diﬀerent frequency zone. Here, it
is observed that intrinsic stress increases with hydrogen
content irrespective of compressive or tensile stress. With
the incorporation of H atom in Si–Si network, strain
may be produced through decrease in bond length from
2.33 A0 (Si–Si) to 1.48 A0 (Si-H). Thus, the ion energy
distribution depends on the frequency and power in the
PECVD process which aﬀect the stress of the deposited films.
It may be concluded that frequency is a dominant factor
in deciding the nature of stress rather than applied power.
Irrespective of applied power, frequency decides whether
the deposited film will be compressive (VHF) or tensile

−800
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4

4.5
5
5.5
Hydrogen content (%)

6

6.5

Figure 6: Stress of nc-Si : H films as a function of hydrogen content.

(VHF/MW) in nature. Plasma dynamics and its density
and the kinetic energy of the ions change with the change
of power and frequency which strongly aﬀect the growing
film and could be deciding factors for nature of stress in
nc/μc-Si : H films.
Usually, residual compressive stresses are expected to
increase the resistance to penetration in nanoindentation
tests. In contrast, the residual tensile stresses are expected to
facilitate the penetration of the indenter. Thus, the influence
of nature of stress may aﬀect the estimated value of hardness.
This may be due to the diﬀerence in contact area of indention
on film and actual indenter area. In the present case, there is
limitation of measuring the exact contact area of indentation
on film due to nonavailability of imaging facility at high
resolution. Thus, it is very diﬃcult to draw a conclusion
on the eﬀect of nature of stress on the indentation depth
and hardness. It is also to be noted that stress values in
silicon films are quite lower than the relatively harder films
such as diamond-like carbon and nanocomposite of carbon
involving metallic clusters. So the eﬀect of nature of stress
on indentation depth will be diﬃcult to observe which may
also be valid for our films having stress values in the range of
126–633 MPa.
In addition, there is decrease of hardness and elastic
recovery as a function of increasing hydrogen content, this
may be due to change in the bonding environment of
hydrogen with silicon and its eﬀect on microscopic state
of stress which results into average value of stress either
compressive or tensile in nature. This all may be induced
by the independent processing conditions of diﬀerent power
levels at two frequencies having diﬀerent plasma density and
electron/ion energy distribution.

3.4. AFM Analysis. Figure 7 shows some typical threedimensional morphologies of the silicon films and variation
of the surface root mean square (RMS) roughness Sq as
a function of CH . The rms roughness is given by the
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Figure 7: AFM micrographs of (a) sample A (CH = 3.9%) and (b) sample B (CH = 6.5%). Graph shows the variation of surface roughness
with CH %.

standard deviation of the z-values for the sample area as
follows:
(8)

hydrogenated DLC films show less friction than unhydrogenated DLC [25]. In the present study, although it is aimed
to emphasize the importance of hydrogen on mechanical
properties of silicon film; however, it also aﬀects the surface
properties.

where zavg is the average of the z-values within the given
area, zn is the current z value, and N is the number of
data points within the given area. RMS roughness is more
accurate than the other definitions of roughness such as
the mean roughness (the mean value of the surface relative
to the center plane) or the peak-to-valley distance (the
distance between the highest and the lowest data point of the
surface). The AFM micrographs show clear crystalline grains
on the surface which also revealed the nanocrystallinity in
the films. It shows that roughness decreases from 25.2 nm
to 7.2 nm as hydrogen content increases from 3.6 to 6.5%.
This is quite interesting as surfaces of these films may be
passivated by hydrogen as in the present case, with the
increase of hydrogen content, the rms roughness values
decrease. Surface passivation by hydrogen is well known
in case of silicon for photovoltaic devices. Also, it is well
recognized for hydrogenated diamond-like carbon (DLC) as
lubricant coating for various applications. It is observed that

3.5. Raman Spectroscopy. Figure 8 shows the Raman spectra
of the films containing diﬀerent hydrogen content. These
spectra were deconvoluted into four Gaussian distributions
within the scanned range (100 cm−1 –550 cm−1 ) at (i) ∼
480 cm−1 representing the transverse optic (TO) peak, (ii)
∼146 cm−1 representing the transverse acoustic (TA) peak,
(iii) ∼330 cm−1 representing the longitudinal acoustic (LA)
peak, and (iv) ∼ 440 cm−1 representing longitudinal optic
(LO) peak. The TO peak of a-Si : H has occurred around
480 cm−1 , whereas the TO peak of crystalline Si icon (c-Si) is
at 520 cm−1 . For nanocrystalline materials, the distribution
of phonon states changes due to quantum eﬀects and
stress, and TO peak is shifted towards lower wave numbers
[26]. It is very diﬃcult to analyze the total crystalline
volume fraction (Xc ) quantitatively, for the films containing
very low Xc and small crystals dimensions. However, for
the nc-Si : H, the presence of very small crystals (2-3 nm)
produces a narrow Raman signal around ∼490–500 cm−1 ,



Sq =

ΣNn=1 zn − zavg
N −1

2

,
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Figure 8: Raman spectra of nc-Si : H films having various crystalline fraction and hydrogen content (deconvoluted into four Gaussian
distributions).

which is superimposed on the amorphous TO peak. The
TO peak is deconvoluted (using combination of Gaussian
and Lorentzian fitting) into two parts, a peak centered
around ∼468–475 cm−1 from amorphous contribution and
another with a peak centered around ∼496–500 cm−1 from
the contribution of small size crystallites. In the analysis of
Raman spectra, the ratio of areas under the TO peaks was
considered as a measure of the crystalline to amorphous
fraction. The crystalline volume fractions of the nc-Si : H
films are depicted in the Figure 8. The ratio between
the intensity of TA peak and TO peak is a measure of
the topological ordering. Figure 9 shows the variation of
ITA /ITO with the variation of hydrogen content. From Raman
analysis, it was observed that films with lower hydrogen
content contain higher crystalline fraction and better Si–
Si network ordering. The improvement in the topological
ordering and increase in crystalline fraction of these films
result in enhancement of the hardness and reduction in
stress.

4. Conclusion
Nanoindentation and stress measurements were performed
on nc-Si : H films deposited using VHF and dual frequency
(VHF + MW) PECVD techniques. The hydrogen content
of these films was calculated using FTIR absorption peak
centered around 640 cm−1 . The changes in the mechanical
properties of nc-Si : H films with the bonded hydrogen
content have been observed. It was found that incorporation of hydrogen in these films decreases hardness, elastic
recovery, and wear resistance of the films and increases the
plastic deformation energy. Increase in hydrogen content
also increases the intrinsic stress of the films. The nature of
the stress primarily depends on the growing film condition.
Increase of applied power of VHF and MW + VHF process
increases stress diﬀerently as compressive and tensile stress,
respectively. Films having low hydrogen content show better
topological ordering of the silicon matrix; however, it
increases surface roughness. Excellent mechanical properties
of nc-Si : H films observed in the present investigation are
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very important for getting good stability and long operating
lifetime of devices especially when made on flexible substrates.
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